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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Background 

The Office of Audit and Performance (OAP) was engaged by the Department of Business and Neighborhood 
Services (BNS) to provide consulting services to the Animal Care Services (IACS) Division.  Animal Care 
Officers (ACOs) are unable to meet the high demand of the City-County’s citizen calls, resulting in a growing 
service call backlog. The annual call volume for these service calls is 30,140, and at project initiation, there 
were approximately 900 backlogged service requests.  

Methodology, Objectives, and Scope 

The approach and analysis of this project was guided by principles of LEAN methodologies, Project 
Management Professional standards, and other relevant process improvement standards. OAP conducted a 
LEAN Kaizen process improvement project to develop recommendations for IACS to reduce the ACOs service 
call backlog. The scope of the project focused on ACOs processes and not the whole of IACS. 
 
The Primary Objectives were to: 

1. Reduce the service call backlog for ACOs 

2. Increase efficiency of the ACOs work flow 

Observations 

1. Wasted time due to irregular and non-standard documents  

2. A process bottleneck in kennel preparation  

3. A high attrition rate, stemming from workplace morale, non-competitive compensation, and demanding 

workloads. These factors were identified through root cause analysis.  

4. Responding to wild animals calls required a disproportionate amount of the total ACO time on scene in 

comparison to the relative call volume 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations regarding processes or activities that were documented and/or observed 

during the engagement, are based on IACS data, national research, and industry standard best practices. 

 

1. Reduce and eliminate unnecessary tasks or procedures in ACO fieldwork 

2. Refer wild animal service calls for private sector mitigation 

3. Facilitate training and team building for the ACOs and their leaders to create a more cooperative 

environment 

4. Institute ACO pay parity with peer agencies 

5. Create and strengthen communication channels to address kennel and fieldwork challenges  

6. Conduct a follow up project to reduce the operational cycle time of kennel preparation 
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BACKGROUND 

Indianapolis Animal Care Services (IACS) protects and promotes the health, safety, and welfare of pets and 

livestock in Marion County. It conducts its work in the following areas: 

• Lost and found information for domestic pets 
• Pet adoptions 
• Animal safety presentations 
• Volunteer opportunities 
• Resolving animal issues 
• Accepting animal surrenders 
• Enforcing laws concerning animals 

 

Indianapolis Animal Care Services has historically had resource constraints, while duties, expectations, and 

requirements have increased. Animal Care Officers (ACO) are charged with enforcing laws concerning 

animals and respond to all animal-based emergency and non-emergency requests from Marion County 

residents, such as neglected or abused animals, wild animals, and animal noise complaints. ACOs are on duty 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Under the Revised Code of the Consolidated City and County, Sec. 531-711, 

enforcement of animal based ordinance1 is charged to Business and Neighborhood Services (BNS) through 

ACOs as well as Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department (IMPD).  The ACOs are unable to meet the high-

volume of service calls in the City-County. At the time of the project, 14 of 19 ACO positions were filled and 

the service call backlog was approximately 900. The average annual ACO-related call volume is 30,140. 

The agency is challenged by cyclical staffing issues, characterized by high turnover, an inability to reach a 

fully staffed roster of 19, and ACO burnout. With a relatively short average tenure of 1.78 years2, the ACO 

Team has limited institutional knowledge, which further impacts the efficiency of its processes. Several areas 

of operational improvement and management intervention opportunities are presented in this report.  

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 

The primary objective of this process review was to reduce the service call backlog by assessing the ACOs 

practices, including a review of the following: 

1. The forms ACOs use to document casework and electronically store records 

2. Animal transport process, specifically loading and unloading animals from vehicles 

3. Methods to improve case process efficiency across the ACO’s workflow 

4. Animal intake, specifically the delivery and registration of animals into the ACS system 

5. Staff morale and organization structure 

6. Equipment used in field and kennel operations 

  

                                                           
1 Enforcement authority’s right and responsibility are found in the Revised Code of the Consolidated City of 
Indianapolis and Marion County, Indiana  Art. VII, Div. 1, Sec. 531-712  
2 Average tenure was calculated by the City of Indianapolis-Marion County Human Resources Divison 
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METHODOLOGIES 

OAP planned to conduct this project in a three-stage approach involving a Lean Kaizen event, a Six Sigma 

project centered around route optimization, and the creation of a performance tracking dashboard; however, 

the engagement scope was narrowed due to a delay in the implementation of telematics3 in BNS vehicles. 

The absence of telematics and clean data rendered it impossible to initiate the route optimization and 

inopportune to create a performance tracking dashboard. Thus, the primary focus of the project is the Lean 

Kaizen event, which is a series of techniques designed to mitigate or eliminate waste4.  

The first step in a Kaizen event is identifying waste in a process. The LEAN methodologies are a means of 

assessing a process and eliminating wasted time and effort without sacrificing productivity, while being 

sensitive to the needs of the process owner. LEAN specifically examines waste created through uneven 

workloads and overburdened process owners. A LEAN project is conducted through two lenses. The first 

lens involves incremental process improvements that result in a waste free workplace. The second lens 

endorses a philosophical viewpoint, whereby the process owner becomes the most important stakeholder 

in the process. 

LEAN Techniques  

OAP employed multiple LEAN tools to assist in identifying waste, including:   

• Direct observations made by witnessing the employee doing direct work5  

• Passive observations made while working with, in or around a separate working area 

• A visual depiction of the working areas processes6  

• Stakeholder and Process Owner Interviews 

• A visual depiction of the physical path employees take while in that working area7  

• Root cause analysis8  

  

                                                           
3 Telematics is a monitoring device for vehicles 
4 Waste is any step in a process that does not add directly to the core mission of a process 
5 Known as Gemba Walks 
6 Known as Process Mapping 
7 Known as Spaghetti Diagrams 
8 Known as Ishikawa Diagrams 
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Observations and Assessment 

OAP assessed ACO processes to develop recommendations for waste elimination and increased efficiencies. 

Through observations of the process, staff interviews, research of peer organizations, and data analysis, OAP 

determined the following: 

Animal Care Officers’ work processes 

1. Multiple instances of wasted time within the ACO work process, including: 
• 30 minutes for each of two required reports, which results from duplicate processing requirements. 

ACOs must create two reports. One for a police report and the other is for IACS case tracking software 
(Chameleon) 

• 5-10 minutes per warrant due to excess processing 
• 5-20 minutes per ordinance violation due to excess processing 

2. No route optimization for performing service calls 
3. Lack of standardized equipment 

• ACOs were provided with different animal restraining equipment 
• Varied means of storing files and documents 
• A lack of GPS for vehicles 

4. No standard vehicle layout – because the vehicle models and equipment issued to ACOs vary significantly, 
ACOs often must take time to reorient themselves to a new working environment, depending on the 
vehicles assigned to them day-to-day. 

5. Inconsistent task management from Supervisors  
•  The Supervisors have the ability to give an assignment list through their animal tacking software 

(Chameleon), the Supervisors do not consistently perform this task 

 

 

Document 
Time
21%

Shift Change
5%

Other
12%

Driving
28%

Cleaning
2%

Time at 
Kennel

14%

Field Work
18%

Percentage of ACO Work Week
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Solely accounting for the document-based waste found in the Gemba Walks, an individual ACO wastes 

approximately 7 hours a week. This waste equates to 15% of one officer’s work week. Animal Care Officers 

collectively waste approximately 98 hours per week9. The waste is generated by unneeded or redundant 

forms. 

Route optimization typically saves a fleet 20%-30% in wasted transit time10 . ACOs are not provided with an 

optimized route. ACOs spend approximately 14.5 hours in travel with roughly four hours per week wasted 

in unneeded travel time. ACOs collectively waste 56 hours of travel time per week. 

Approximately 14% of ACO time is spent at the kennel, with a majority of that time being spent waiting to 
unload animals from their trucks.  
 

 

 

  

                                                           
9 Collective calculation based on 14 Animal Care Officers 
10 https://www.route4me.com/industries/services/pest-control 

ACO Time Breakdown: Productivity vs Waste 

https://www.route4me.com/industries/services/pest-control
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Organizational Culture and Communication 

During interviews with ACOs and Kennel staff, OAP obtained a greater understanding of the processes for 

each run type, software and equipment needs, and IACS culture and communication lines. Culture and 

communication were two key issues. 

IACS employees are passionate, driven and take pride in the work they do protecting the animals in Marion 

County, but the workplace culture for IACS ACOs does not facilitate a high efficiency environment. The City-

County Culture Assessment Survey indicates employee engagement in IACS is lower than its departmental 

average and the enterprise wide average for all City-County agencies. The Cultural Assessment Survey found 

“Respondents from the Animal Care Services Division were significantly more negative than respondents 

from the other divisions within the Department.” Observations, interviews, and the Cultural Assessment 

Survey indicated the cultural issues are caused by: 

• Inconsistent task management process for Supervisors to plan for ACO workloads 

• Lack of mediation practices for workplace issues 

• Non-constructive relationship between management and union 

• Lacking or faulty equipment, which contributes to declining efficiency, increasing frustration and 

safety concerns 

• Work environment that does not foster an open dialogue between management and ACOs  

• Management style is conducted with X Theory11 

o X Theory assumes workers dislike their work, avoid responsibility, need to be compelled to 

deliver work. Authority is held centrally and rarely delegated to employees. 

o X Theory management is not inherently negative, but ACOs require a high degree of 

independent judgement and Theory X runs counter to ACOs having that autonomy 

There is also confusion regarding the roles and responsibilities of the agency functional groups. The Kennel 

staff, Medical Intake, Vet staff, and ACOs do not fully understand the work performed by other  IACS divisions. 

As a result, in some occasions, Medical Intake staff performs Kennel tasks. When the Kennel staff is unable to 

complete their tasks in a timely manner, perceived responsibility falls upon Medical Intake. Most of the 

interviews indicated that animal care processing bottle necks were due to the Medical Intake team.  

The clear definition of roles and responsibilities was also described as a concern , Indianapolis Metropolitan 

Police Officers, and Crime Scene Investigators. A case was discussed with OAP wherein a child was nearly 

killed by a man’s dogs. Police Officers and Crime Scene Specialists did not properly collect evidence to 

prosecute the man, but the responding ACO collected adequate evidence as part of their report. ACOs lack 

the proper training and capacity to conduct in-depth criminal investigations. 

  

                                                           
11 https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_74.htm 

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_74.htm
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Medical Intake Work Process 

Taking direction from the interview process, OAP conducted a Gemba Walk with IACS Medical Intake. The 

Gemba Walk determined the interviews to be inaccurate and not reflective the voice of the process. The 

Gemba Walk showed the Medical Intake process was the most efficient aspect of IACS observed. The 

spaghetti diagram12 showed each Medical Intake process is performed with near maximum efficiency. 

Medical Intake was efficient, organized, and highly motivated. The Medical Intake team organizes its work 

process in batches and uses downtime to prepare for the next batch or proactively assist another division. 

Through this Gemba walk, further interviews, and process mapping, the bottle neck for animal intake was 

identified as availability of kennels for vaccinated animals.   

                                                           
12 A visual depiction of the physical path employees take while in that working area 
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Wild Animal Mitigation and State of Indiana Department of Natural Resources 

A significant amount of ACO workloads center around wild animal mitigation. This falls outside of the direct 

charge of IACS in the municipal code13. Under Indiana Code §14-22-2-314,  the State of Indiana Department 

of Natural Resources (DNR) Division of Fish and Wildlife is responsible for wild animal management and 

mitigation. During a meeting OAP convened between IACS and DNR to discuss possible solutions, it was 

confirmed that DNR does not allocate resources to mitigate wild animal in Marion County. DNR suggested 

that IACS refer residents to private sector pest control companies for all wild animal calls. As a result, to be 

responsive to resident service requests, IACS diverts resources from its core mission to ensure citizens are 

provided with this vital service. DNR’s inability to fully mitigate wild animal in Marion County costs IACS 

approximately $10,00015 per year in time resources alone16. This cost does not account for the extra cost it 

takes to transport wild animals such as raccoons17 or deer18 due to their special processes.19  

 

ACO total run count of 30,140 costing $207,482 in workhours alone. 13,187 costing $89,371 in Involuntary Surrenders, 12,974 

costing $88,272 in Stray Animal Calls, 1,873 costing $14,109 in IMPD Assist Calls, 1,399 costing $10,269 in Wild Animal Calls, 403 

costing $3,056 in Miscellaneous Calls, and 304 costing $2,405 in Animal Trap Checks. Wild Animal Calls account for 4% of the total 

runs by count but 5% of the total runs time cost. Wild Animal Calls take a disproportionate amount of resources to mitigate. 

                                                           
13 Revised Code of the Consolidated City of Indianapolis and Marion County, Indiana – Section 226-512. 
14 [Division of Fish & Wildlife] “shall . . . provide for the protection, reproduction, care, management, survival and regulation of wild 
animal populations regardless of whether the wild animals are present on public or private property.” 
15 Calculated by the Animal Care Officers’ workhours at a rate of $16.60 per hour. 
16 This does not account for time spent on incomplete runs wherein the animal was gone by time of ACO arrival. 
17 Due to transmittable diseases, raccoons cannot be transported with dogs. 
18 The size of deer and the nature of deer related calls significantly inflates the number. 
19 The costs accounted for is only “on scene time” for the ACO. 
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Administration and Compensation 

On average, compensation for ACOs is approximately 13%20 less than surrounding counties, thereby 

leading to high ACO attrition. The average salary within the group is $39,649 

  

• Inefficient euthanasia process for deer  

o Process requires the relocation of deer into the kennel before euthanasia drug can be 

administered 

o Relocation process is time consuming and stressful for the animal 

o Increased risk for ACOs during relocation process 

• A lack of a Strategic Plan causes priorities and goals to be misaligned between staff and leadership21 

o ACOs are not given priorities consistently. At times, they are given goals for the day by 

Supervisors and others they are left to make the determination themselves without clear 

divisional goals. The ACOs are unable to synergize their work to have maximum effectiveness 

• Insufficient training on ACO processes 

• Insufficient training on Chameleon software 

• Insufficient cross training and understanding between subdivision in IACS 

o This has led to confusion of roles and responsibilities between the subdivisions of IACS 

• Wild animals calls diverting resources from mission critical tasks 
• Nature of work is emotionally taxing for ACOs. The nature of the work makes ACOs subject to a high 

risk for compassion fatigue 22 and contributes to attrition 
  

                                                           
20 Value based on a compensation study conducted by IACS 
21 See the Consolidated City of Indianapolis and Marion County Culture Assessment 
22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compassion_fatigue 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compassion_fatigue
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Recommendations 

OAP has identified recommendations that could increase efficiency, mitigate a lack of resources, and improve 

communication within Indianapolis Animal Care Services. The recommendations focus on three main areas: 

Kennel operations, Animal Care Officer fieldwork, and IACS communication and team building. 

Kennel 

1. Reorganize the Intake Garage using the 5s23 LEAN Tool to create space for a bank of temporary 

holding kennels. This will allow ACOs to quickly unload their vehicles and get back on the road. 

2. Create clear visual signage throughout the Kennel to direct workflow and alleviate confusion about 

tasks and functional areas. 

3. Conduct a Six Sigma engagement to reduce the cycle time of preparing kennel slots for animals. 

4. Provide Medical Intake staff with an additional hook work station to increase productivity and reduce 

the amount of time it takes to prepare animals for the kennel. 

Animal Care Officer Field Work 

1. Introduce route optimization software. Implementing software, such as Route4Me24 is estimated at a 

yearly cost:  $7,80025. The resulting estimated annual savings would be $81,79026,27.28 

2. Supervisors can expand their duties to assist in the efficiency of ACO processes 

I. Supervisors respond to IMPD calls for ACOs which would allow: 

A. ACOs to stay on task list 

B. IMPD calls for assistance to be responded to by IACS more efficiently 

II. Supervisors should set the route and create a task list before each shift 

3. Establish a Memorandum of Understanding among Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department 

(IMPD), Crime Scene Specialists, and IACS ACOs to define roles and responsibilities in addressing 

animal-based crimes 

4. Partner with IMPD to hire a full-time animal crime investigator. The animal crime investigator would 

investigate abuse, and neglect cases that rise to criminal acts and leave civil investigations to IACS 

5. Continue use of pre-filled forms and templates29 

                                                           
23 5S is a workplace organization method to organize a work space for efficiency and effectiveness by identifying and 
storing items, maintaining the area and items, and sustaining the new order. 
24 Route4Me was used as the example as they have rate estimates specifically for animal care services 
25 https://www.route4me.com/industries/services/pest-control Dynamic Routing Option 
26 Estimated at 30% reduction in drive time 
27 Calculated at 19 ACOs at $16 per hour 
28 Fuel savings calculated at 2016 fuel usage 
29 OAP has provided IACS with new templates for these forms 
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https://www.route4me.com/industries/services/pest-control
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6. Consolidate multiple Ordinance Violations for the same animal by stapling violations to one filled 

ticket to reduce redundancy 

7. Copy police report for use in Chameleon30, rather than creating new documents 

8. Work with BNS to fill gaps in ACOs’ equipment, by providing standard equipment for all officers31 
9. No longer respond to calls for Stray Roaming animals. According to the ACOs, because the delay in 

response for most of the those calls, the animal has already left the area by the time the ACO arrives. 
By eliminating this response type, IACS could realize approximately $18,262 in fuel and time savings. 

 

10. Create a preferred list of pest mitigation companies or individuals to handle wild animal calls32 for 

creatures inside an individual’s property to reduce costs and risk. This preferred list of companies 

would ease the transition for citizens to have access to vetted mitigation professionals, as ACOs 

would no longer be responding to these calls 

Eliminating Confined wild animal calls33 could potentially save IACS $3,900 per year in time and fuel34 

  

                                                           
30 IACS animal management system 
31 Standard equipment includes but is not limited to, in vehicle printers, filing storage, GPS, and animal control devices 
32 State of Indiana Department of Natural Resources has a list for certain counties 
33 Wild animals on private property 
34 The value of euthanasia drugs, risk of property, and subsequent documentation on these types of cases where not 
calculated 
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IACS Communications and Team Building 

1. Equip Medical Intake with a radio, allowing ACOs to announce their return to the kennel 
I. This would allow for the Medical Intake team and the Kennel team to prepare for the 

incoming animals to alleviate the wait for an available kennel  
2. Institute shift meetings for Supervisors to explain tasks and routes for ACOs 
3. Create weekly huddle board35 meetings for staff to post improvement suggestions  

I. A huddle board would create a weekly or bi-weekly meeting for ACOs, Medical Intake, and 
Kennel staff to have consistent communication 

II. This would institutionalize a culture of inquiry and give a safe platform for individuals to 
share ideas and concerns 

4. Invest in training on the Chameleon software to increase institutional knowledge 
5. Encourage ACOs to pursue mental health services provided through OurHealth and Employee 

Assistance Program 
6. Invest in leadership training for management to shift management style from approach X to approach 

Y36 
I. The ACO position requires a passion for animal wellbeing and a deep sense of compassion 
II. Y Theory better aligns with the ACO workforce 
III. Y style management would increase confidence in ACOs while mending divides between 

employee and management 

Conclusion 

Indianapolis Animal Care Services has historically had resource constraints, while duties, expectations, and 
requirements have increased. This confluence of events has created a work environment where both the 
employees and the department are unable to maintain efficient and effective workflows. This environment 
has led to a buildup of inefficient processes and a stressful workplace where leadership and employees do 
not have effective means of communicating their struggles. Implementing these recommendations, would 
allow IACS to reallocate approximately $103,951 in resources to needed areas. This resource infusion could 
alleviate the call backlog and create a sustainable work environment. 

  

                                                           
35 A huddle board is a blank space for employees to anonymously put forward ideas for improvement 
36 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_X_and_Theory_Y#Theory_X  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_X_and_Theory_Y#Theory_X
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Attachments 

Taking information gathered from the Gemba walks and interviews, OAP drafted process maps (See 

Attachment B) for each step in an ACO’s work duties. From those maps OAP conducted a root cause 

analysis (See Attachment C), which highlighted the following key issues: 

• Non-standard documents and forms cause a significant amount of wasted time 

• The time it takes to prepare a kennel creates downtime for ACOs during truck unloading 

• High turnover of ACOs causing a constant cycle of hiring and training 

• Short-tenured staff hampers high productivity  

• Communication and cultural issue centered around inconsistent leadership, thus resulting in high 

ACO attrition 

 

Attachment A 
Organization Chart of Indianapolis Animal Care Services. 
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Animal Intake Process (10AM-6PM) Animal Intake Process (10AM-6PM) 
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Attachment B 
Animal Intake Process from 10AM-6PM. The workflow for ACOs and the Kennel to transfer animals from the ACOs truck to the Kennel from 10AM-6PM 
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Animal Intake Process (6PM-10AM) 
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Create Animal ID
Yes

Handwrite Animal ID 
on colored cage 

cards

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

End of Intake 
Process

No

Hang one black/
white cage card on 

cat intake cork 
board in ET area

Is the wildlife 
animal an adult? 

Yes ?No

Is the wildlife 
animal injured or 

ill?

Yes

Immediately 
euthanize the 

wildlife animal in the 
ET bay

?No

Yes
Confirm death of 

wildlife animal

Place carcass in 
cadaver bag

Place cadaver bag in 
cooler

Administer vaccines
???

Administer vaccines

Give dog a blanket, 
water, small amount 

of food

Give cat food, water, 
litter box

Place colored cage 
card on holding cage

Weigh animal and 
administer 
dewormer

Administer vaccines

Is this really 
the last step of 

the Intake 
process???

Is this really 
the last step of 

the Intake 
process???

Animal Intake Process from 6PM-10AM. The workflow for ACOs and the Kennel to transfer animals from the ACOs truck to the Kennel from 6PM-10AM.   
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ACO Wild Animal Response process. Workflow for ACOs to respond to a service call involving a wild animal. 

ACO Wild Animal ResponseACO Wild Animal Response
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PhasePhase

Respond to Wild 
Animal related call

Enter address into 
personal phone 

GPS
Drive to location

Is the animal still on 
location?

No

Respond to next 
call

Yes

Is the animal 
injured

No
Is the animal in harm’s 
way or harming others

No

Yes

Tranquilize animal

Write tranquilize 
report

Yes

Unload vehicle at 
kennel

Return to Animal
Is the animal still 
fully tranquilized?

No

Load animal onto 
vehicle

Is the animal 
mortally injured?

No

Safely release 
animal

Yes

Take animal back 
to kennel

Euthanize animal
Write Euthanasia 

report
Dispose of animal 

carcass 

Yes

Clean vehicle

Is the animal a 
racoon?

Does ACO vehicle 
have a dog?

Yes

Yes

No
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ACO Deer Response process map. Workflow for ACOs to respond to a service call involving a deer. 

ACO Deer ResponseACO Deer Response
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Respond to Deer 
related call

Enter address into 
personal phone 

GPS
Drive to location

Is the deer still on 
location?

No

Respond to next 
call

Yes

Is the deer 
injured

No
Is the deer in harm’s 

way or harming others

No

Yes

Tranquilize deer

Write tranquilize 
report

Yes

Does vehicle have 
room for deer?

No

Unload vehicle at 
kennel

Return to deer
Is the deer still fully 

tranquilized

No

Load deer onto 
vehicle

Is the deer 
mortally injured

No

Safely release deer

Yes

Take deer back to 
kennel

Euthanize deer
Write Euthanasia 

report
Dispose of deer 

carcass 

Yes

Yes
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Attachment C 
Root Cause Analysis as an Ishakawa Diagram 

ACO

Poor Route selection

           Batch Process for Animal Intake

       Not Enough
        Kennel Space

ACOs are Headhunted

Redundant Report Writing

Low Institutional
Knowledge of Chameleon

    Inefficient Task Completion

  Nature of Work is Partly Responsive

Inefficient Task
Completion

Lack of Trust Between
ACOs and Management

 


